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EASTER EGG HUNT
In honor of today (when I am editing this) being Easter, I am composed a fun little 
activity for all 10 of our avid readers. In this sheet is a special egg hunt! I have hidden 
many pics of easter eggs within this paper, look carefully... some may just be hiding in 
unexpected places.    Look throughout this sheet and circle all the eggs you find, write 
the total at the top, along with your name and slayter box. Then slip it under the door 
of the Bullsheet office (first floor of knapp)! If you got the right number of eggs, we 
will contact you for your special prize!!!!

 RENAME THE ANIMALS!!!!!!!!!
Spring is upon on! This means a few things: warmer weather, flowers blooming, trees blos-
soming, DAY DRINKING ON THE IMs AHHHHHHH, shorts and tank tops, girls trying 
to tan every free moment they have, people hanging ENO hammocks by the Shorney ceme-
tery, and of course many bees that swarm around your Slayter fries on A quad. ANNND this 
meansss...baby animals!!!! Spring time and Easter to me means that there are many new 
little baby puppies, bunnies, chicks, lambs, etc popped up all over. This got me thinking 
about the names we currently have for animals and while these names are fine, they are bor-
ing and sometimes inaccurately describe the cuteness or the nature of the animal. Therefore, 
after a lot of deep thinking and reflection, these are the new names I have devised for many 
different animals. These names better reflect the animals. Enjoy and please only only ONLY 
use these new SCIENTIFIC names. 

Bunny = Floppity Loppity

Fluffy Dogs = Land Clouds
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Seals = Swimmy Blubber Doggos

Elephants = Super Jumbo 
Stompers

Sting Rays = Ocean Smiley Flip-Flap

Ducklings = Flightless Feather Quacker

Sheep = Curly Fluff Wool Machine

-Katie Kerrigan, Head Writer 
and Official Animal Scientist


